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OUR SOCIETY
New Members: The Society welcomes Mr & Mrs W Jago of Lawson. Mrs Millar of Wentworth Falls,
Mrs L Griffin of Leura and Mr Brain Hicky of Blackheath.
Annual General
Meeting: The next meeting – the Annual General Meeting – will be held at 8pm on Thursday, 30th
March, in the Conservation Hut. Office bearers for the coming year to be elected.
Members Night: The following meeting will be Thursday 27th April and will be a member’s night.
Members are invited to bring along any items of interest they have, and to talk about them for
approximately five minutes.
Visiting Society: on Sunday 26th March the Hawkesbury District Conservation Society is planning to
spend their monthly field day at our Conservation Hut. We have assured them of a warm welcome.

Working Bees: There have been four working bees so far this year. Work has been on the herbarium,
the magazines, some carpentry in the Hut, and weed removing and tidying around the Hut. The
working bees now start at 2pm. This is proving popular- people turning up whenever they can during
the afternoon- even the nine to fivers can strike a short blow. About 6pm we barbecue chops. The
working bees are usually held on Mondays. Details are posted on the notice board.
Kaubs write: The Society has received two letters from Martin & Betty Kaub who are still overseas.
They have included conservation matters in their busy itinery, and are not impressed with the way
things are going in Europe.
Nature Trail: The recent continual heavy rain has done considerable damage to the track. However
the new bridge which the 530A Management Committee had put over the swamp is highly
satisfactory, and the area repaired by members at last year’s working bees is in good condition,
thanks to the expert guidance of our Ranger- President.
It will be a pity if the Nature Trail is in poor condition when Isobel Bowden’s illustrated map (now in
the hands of the printer) and her notes are ready for sale to the public. There is a lot of work to be
done on the Trail, so please come and help at the working bees if you possibly can.
Pleasure before Business: In February the committee decided that in future the Guest Speaker will
be heard before the business of the meeting is conducted.
Hands off Cliffs: Our Society has written to Alderman H G Coates MLA (as our local Member of
Parliament, and also as a member of the State Planning Authority) expressing concern about future
building or interference with the natural state along the cliff edges on the Blue Mountains. We also
asked that consideration be given to preserving the views along the main highways of the area. We
pointed out that the Blue Mountains City Council would be unlikely to consider re-zoning these areas
for financial reasons.
Mr Coates has acknowledged the letter, and has assured us of his earnest consideration being to the
matter given. He has made representations also on our behalf to the Minister for Local Government.
We also wrote to the Blue Mountains City Council regarding our concern about further building
being allowed on the cliff side of roads along the cliff edges of the Blue Mountains area. In this
instance we referred specifically to the proposed motel on the Cliff Drive Katoomba.
Christmas Barbecue: The Barbecue followed by Carols by Candle- light was a happy party. It was a
perfect evening and the valley was in one of its really lovely moods. The carol was ably led by the
Good Neighbour Choir and enjoyed by all. Jim Anderson showed beautiful slides made from
Christmas Cards (such a good, original use for them) and these were accompanied by appropriate
carols played from his tape-recorder. He had a most appreciative audience.
Meetings: What a treat was our January meeting. The slides shown by Mr John Waterhouse in his
address “Wanderings of a Naturalist” could not be bettered anywhere in the world. Landscapes,
flowers, lizards and most of all birds. Some birds took days of patient watching and waiting to secure
a photo. Mr Waterhouse is a foundation member of our Society, by the way, and a very
distinguished one – Past President of the Zoological Society and one of Australia’s leading bird
photographers.

In February we had a most interesting address by Mr John Smith on the Geomorphological history of
the Blue Mountains;- that is, how the mountains were formed from the bed of a huge fresh water
lake, over millions of years. The keen interest in the lecture was shown by the many questions asked
by the audience.
Outings: No outing was held in December but the January outing was to Fairy Glen, Mt Victoria,
twelve members thoroughly enjoying the beauties of the Glen and the views into the Valley below.
Birds were much in evidence.
Because of mist and drizzle, the proposed walk along National Pass in February was abandoned and
instead we set off Westward to seek clearer skies. Our first stopping place Lithgow Zig Zag where we
had lunch and thoroughly enjoyed exploring some of the old landmarks. A high-light was the
spotting of a satin flycatcher. From the Zig Zag we drove to Cox’s River (McKanes Bridge) where the
recent heavy rain had turned the river into a wide fast flowing waterway.
Our March outing was a trip to Dharug National Park which is in the Wiseman’s Ferry area; an
interesting trip somewhat marred by bad weather.
We will be glad to welcome anyone who might be able to join us on our outings, held on the first
Saturday each month. For particulars phone Wentworth Falls 293 – Nora Dillon
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LIBRARY – NEW BOOKS.
The Last of Lands, Edited by L J Webb; D Whitelock; J Le Gay Brereton. Published 1969. This book,
the result of a symposium held at the University of New England in 1964, is, as one would expect, a
mine of information. Contributors include most of Australia’s leading conservationists. Illustrated
with many interesting photographs and there is a lift-out map of Australia, showing National Parks,
Reserved Forests etc,.
Australia’s Venomous Wildlife: By John Stackhouse (Published 1970). Donated by Mrs Beryl Heycraft.
The author, an experienced journalist, approaches his subject not as an expert, but as a reporter
keenly aware of the ecological importance of conserving this interesting aspect of our unique
environment. He gives a comprehensive list of these somewhat notorious creatures, with
appropriate first aid treatment. Many unusual photographs by John Caremolla are a feature of this
book, some acquired under hazardous conditions.
Growing Australian Native Plants: By F J C Rogers (Published 1971) Donated by Miss Jennifer Tucker.
An authorative book covering many aspects of this fascinating subject and it should prove
particularly interesting to those wishing to create a native garden. Lavishly illustrated by fine
photography and there is also a chapter on attracting birds to the garden.
We are happy to find our library is gradually growing and thank the interested donors who help in
this way. Margaret Pinniger
WARATAH SEEDS: Donated by Mr Lukacs from his garden are much appreciated and are selling well
at the Hut.

PET FOODS: No kangaroo, whale, buffalo or horse meat is used in “LUV” or “JETS” brand pet foods,
says a letter to our Society from Mr W A Ross, Chairman of Quaker Products Aust. Ltd.
FIREARMS PROHIBITED IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS.
We asked the Town Clerk’s Office for a statement we could publish for our member’s guidance, and
they kindly supplied this copy of the Council’s Announcement made in July 1971:“The Blue Mountains City Council wishes to remind all residents that the use of fire-arms is
prohibited within the Council’s area and within a distance of 10 miles on either side of the Great
Western Highway, except on a registered rifle range or where fire-arms are used by occupants of
rural lands for the destruction of vermin and noxious fauna on their properties. “The use of fire-arms
in contravention of this prohibition may render the offender liable to a penalty not exceeding $200.”
PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
Australian Conservation Federation. A meeting was held recently in Phillip Street Sydney to discuss
formation of a regional chapter of the Australian Conservation Federation. Mr R D Piesse, the
Director, gave a report on recent activities and the chair was occupied by the Rt, Hon. Sir Garfield
Barwick, G.C.M.G.
The pitifully small crowd at this centrally situated hall engaged in some spirited discussion, thanks to
Mr Milo Dunphy, and perhaps the long felt need of a headquarters for local Conservation bodies
may yet be solved in conjunction with the ACF, who also need an office here.
A committee was formed and the evening closed with an excellent film “The Living Pattern” made
for UK Conservancy.
I hope the local chapter will bring more members to the ACF. The National Trust of NSW does a very
good job on historic and conservation fronts, and has 15,000 members. The ACF, a national body,
has 6,000 members.
It is not tied by State borders, can testify before National or State bodies, and has the prestige of
people like Sir Garfield Barwick and the new President, HRH Prince Phillip. What could a body like
this with 50,000 or 100,000 members not do to halt the destruction of our environment?
FINE HUT DUTY. The Society owes much to the volunteers who keep the Hut open year after year,
providing a service to the community, earning funds for the conservation movement, and spreading
the conservation message.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs Butcher, due to other pressing commitments, will not be able to
continue this work. Fred Astle who handles the difficult job of roster supervisor so ably, tells us she
will be sadly missed.
Mrs Butcher has allocated one day a month to the Hut since the official opening in 1963, even
through the period when she was President of the local CWA. A real contribution to the
conservation movement….Wilson Alcorn.
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BIRDS – and BIRDS.
Among publications supplied for general interest in the Hut was one on birds. A group of young
people, tried after a long bush day, settled down for a quiet rest, selected the bird book browse
through.
Suddenly a series of chuckles were followed by peals of laughter, which continued for some time.
One of the girls coming to the counter explained: “you know they call us birds”. The laughter and
comments continued.
Later investigation revealed the following chapter headings in the book. “Tiny and Timid”..”Talkative
types”..”Gossips of the scrub”..”Aerial acrobats”..”Natures’ disguises”..”Where to find
them”..”Sweet tongued busy bodies”..” Bush beauties”..”Typical Australians”..and “the Lyre-bird,
loveliest of them all”..
There was also notes on how to be a bird watcher, while fine action studies if birds in flight had won
one bird watcher international fame
Isobel Bowden.
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MYALL LAKES TOURS.
The Myall Lakes Committee has commenced regular coach-boat weekend tours of the area. Our
Vice-President and his wife, Bob and Nancy Douglass, are going, but too late for us to print their
impressions. For details of tours please ring John Scott,(948-8016).
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BUNGONIA GORGE INSPECTION
Three members of the Society camped at the extremely well organised public inspection of Bungonia
Caves Reserve on 19-20th February. Guides were on hand to conduct parties to the limestone caves
(the deepest on Australian mainland) and the Bungonia Gorge (250 feet wide with near vertical walls
nearly 1,000 feet high).
Australian Portland Cement Manufacturers have made an application to quarry limestone in this
Area. This application “558” must be refused as it would mean the end of the most remarkable
limestone gorges in the world.
The needs of industry can be well served from present leases, estimated to contain 25 years supply.
Only final protection is to add the area to Morton National Park.
Please write to local member and the Minister for Mines and Lands opposing this lease and calling
for its inclusion in the Morton National Park.

MOUNTAIN TREES.
In the early days of the Mountain road, fine trees grew on the ridges. In this regard it should be
remembered that Blaxland and his companions were familiar with the enormous trees in forests on
the North Shore, near Kissing Point and Ryde, where trees grew to two hundred feet and more, and
a German wood-cutter lived in a hollow tree on the banks of the Parramatta River with his bed and
kitchen furniture.
Thus if fine trees were mentioned, it would be reasonable to suppose they were really big compared
with any known today. Rusden’s Tree near Springwood was said to be eighty feet to the first branch.
Good forest extended all along the shale area between Glenbrook – Warrimoo, and also in the
volcanic area near Springwood.
On the Higher Mountains, also very good trees grew in areas from Leura to Blackheath and Mt
Victoria, though possibly not to be compared with the Lower Mountains. Here and there on the
main road and scattered amongst the settlements there are still some very fine native trees to be
seen. One of the most pleasing groups being the Blue Mountains Ash at the Katoomba Hospital, and
also at Mount Mary’s College. (Eucalyptus Oreades)
The largest trees are probably now confined to the sheltered gullies, where a turpentine has been
measured with a base of 20 feet, a blue gum (Eucapyptus Deanei) of 24 feet, and a fallen coachwood
(Ceratopetalum) with base of 10 feet and height of 100 at Leura.
Have you any interesting records? If so send along to your editor. We would like to find the biggest,
the tallest and most beautiful….Isobel K Bowden.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED? (by Professor Robert May.)
What is needed is numbers of ordinary people who will devote their energy towards any particular
one of the multitudinous detailed facets of the overall problem. While one should keep in mind the
complexity of the total problem, one should not be overwhelmed nor discouraged by it, but should
realise that the cumulative pressure of many people nibbling away at individual aspects may well
bring about the necessary change in public consciousness.
Thus, I would urge that individuals choose a specific problem that they can relate to. This can be
fighting to save the Colong Caves, or to save our remaining beaches from rutile mining industry, or
establishing a particular national park, or combating industrial pollution in the Parramatta River, or
endeavouring to reform the abortion laws.
Alternatively, it can be participating in local council politics, or joining the local branch of the Liberal
or Labor Parties in an effort to begin at the grass-roots of our policies! Or it can be writing letters to
the papers, politicians, industrialists or others, or a host of like activities.
In one’s private life a commitment can be made to conservation and frugality, rather than careless
consumption and waste: This ranges from trivial things such as not trading in the car annually, when
possible, renouncing gratuitously wasteful household practices, through to big things such as giving
serious thought to family size. Avoiding non-returnable bottles and wastefully-packaged goods when
possible.

The widespread contemporary feeling that the individuals is helpless and irrelevant, the feeling of
anomie and dissociation from society, is a symptom of the sickness of our times. If everyone who
read this evangelical effusion tried to make their own small contribution to the struggle, it would
make a difference.
In the long run, the task is to make a revolution in man’s habits, changing from a culture and an
economy based on growth to a culture and an economy based on conservation and stability.
This task needs You!
-

From Science Yearbook 1970, substantially as printed in the Union Recorder, June 1971.
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BLUE MOUNTAINS ENVIRONMENT PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION.
The quarterly meeting held at Lawson on the 6th March was well attended and an enthusiastic one in
spite of shocking weather. Space does not permit a detailed report, but it is obvious that the
association is getting results from its approaches to various bodies, and that it will play a major role
in the struggle to retain the present character of the mountains.
It is especially pleasing to note the member’s concern for native trees, and surely anyone who
observes the present magnificent flowering of Ecualypts, such as the stately Blue Mountains Ash
(Eucalyptus Oreades) must share this concern for their survival.
To join this organisation is to make a positive contribution to the future. Membership is $1 per year
or 50 cents for pensioners. Payable to the treasurer, Alderman Mrs J Crick of Faulconbride, or to the
Secretary, Mr Ted Foster of Warrimoo.
Wilson Alcorn.
FROM A BIRDWATCHER’S NOTE BOOK
Honey Parrots
Early in December there was a profuse flowering of the Sydney Peppermint Gum (Eucalyptus
Piperita). Several small flocks of Little Lorikeets were observed feeding on the nectar from the
blossom.
These cheerful honey parrots fly at high speed from place to place, calling constantly “Gizz, gizz”
and travel long distances in search of flowering trees. Bright green with red faces, they are not much
larger than a Budgerigar, but plumper and with a short tail.
Despite their bright colours, when a flock flies into a gum tree they disappear among the leaves and
are very hard to observe. We are fortunate in having a splendid view of a pair feeding in a small
flowering Mallee. They are not common in the Upper Mountains.

Unusual Cockatoos.
At Sublime Point, on Feb 6th we heard a soft wheezing call – the Glossy Black Cockatoo. Three of
them were sitting on a bare branch, preening. One called constantly, a thin begging call – apparently
this year’s youngster.
A lot smaller than the familiar Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo, the male bird is brownish-black, like an
oversized dark brown Gang-Gang. He has a broad bright red tail band. The female has a yellow
markings on head and neck, tail band orange yellow barred with black.
Although seldom seen in these parts, when found they are very tame and easy to observe. They are
never far from the Forest Oaks (Casuarinas), feeding on the seed. Over the past year we have seen a
pair 3 or 4 times, always where the trees grow – half way down the Giant Staircase, and at Burraloo
lookout on the Prince Henry Cliff Walk.
A Beautiful Flycatcher.
On our outing to Lithgow Zig Zag on Feb 5th we were excited to see the Satin Flycatcher – and not
just one, but five. This was our first sighting of this sprightly, beautiful bird, although the late Keith
Hindwood “Australian Birds in Colour” writes that it has been reported as the commonest bird in the
bush in summer in the Oberon and Lithgow districts.
Then a pair turned up on 28th February in Katoomba ‘Cascades area and stayed for a few days,
catching insects among the tall gums, as is their habit.
The male has shining blue-black plumage on back, head and chest, with pure white underparts.
Female slatey-grey above, throat and breast rufus. Both can erect the head feathers into a semicrest. They are slim active birds and constantly quiver the tail up and down.
Like its near relative, the Leaden Flycatcher, the Satin Flycatcher migrates north in Autumn and
returns in Spring. We have several observations of Leaden Flycatchers passing through but until now
the Satin has evaded us. The Leaden is a similar bird but lead-grey on the back.
Graham Alcorn.

